Design and Implementation of Real-Time Monitoring GIS Terminal Based on Android System
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Abstract. Real-Time Monitoring System(RTMS) is the result of the development of information technology, which has made a huge difference to the life and work. The Android based GIS terminal is designed and implemented for RTMS, integrated with Internet communication, GPS, and intelligent navigation technology. The GPS module is used to collect positioning information of the terminal. Utilizing the cloud computing, the design gives a real-time route guidance to improve efficiency of traditional GPS navigation. With the Internet technology, this paper could complete geographic information uploading function. Based on Android application development technology, the paper designs the terminal software to complete monitoring function. By using the Android software designed in this paper, the GIS terminal can realize positioning and navigation features, upload monitoring information to the back-end system. And the test result proves that the design of the application development can meet the expected functional requirements of the RTMS.

Introduction

Since the RTMS plays a very important role in logistics or other related industry [1], it’s greatly necessary to design a monitoring GIS terminal. With the development of embedded device and mobile communication technology, the portable intellectual equipment can be applied to various industries as a monitoring terminal, especially Android based intelligent devices [2]. This paper proposes and designs an Android based intelligent terminal for the RTMS, which provides comprehensive functions, such as GPS positioning, intelligent navigation, information uploading etc. The Android is a free open-source system, and the design of Android application is easier than other system. Meanwhile, the cost of the terminal designing and development is inexpensive, and the development cycle is relatively short. Therefore, the Android based monitoring GIS terminal make it possible for large-scale applying in the monitoring system.

Based on Android application, the terminal provides many function modules [3], such as real-time positioning, route navigation, mobile communication. All the functions, as is proposed above, depend on the wireless Internet technology, using the Android network development skills.

In the design of the GIS terminal, Android software application has been completed to realize key functions of the terminal. The main content of this paper can be summarized as the method of terminal implementation in three parts: GPS positioning, intelligent navigation, and monitoring information uploading. And after terminal testing, the result shows that it can achieve the expected functional aims of the real-time monitoring system.

Design and Implication

Based on the requirement of the RTMS, that requires collecting the device’s geographic location and other real-time information, the GIS terminal has been designed with three main functions. Utilizing GPS, cloud computing, and mobile communication technology, it can flawlessly complete required information uploading task.

To obtain position information, the GIS terminal uses GPS module of the Android device [4]. The Android software has been designed to realize map position service. In this paper, Baidu Map is used to develop software application. The software could use Baidu Map to get device’s location.
information, through the GPS module integrated with the terminal. In the Android software application developing project, using Baidu Map to position current location information, and a service is designed to transmit that information to the monitoring system. The design flow of positioning function is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Position function designing flow.

The RTMS requires GIS terminals’ location information to realize monitor function, and also needs other information, such as vehicle state information, delivery information etc. With the comprehensive information, the RTMS can realize real-time management to every single terminal. To complete the aim, this paper designs a data transmitting method based on Android network development skills.

Using the Internet to communicate with monitoring system, the application should have the permission to access Internet. So before design the communication method, the permission must be declared in AndroidManifest file of the project. After finishing the preparatory work, a data transmitting method is designed in the software project, which could package location information, device working condition and other required information of the system to the Http request [5]. And with mobile communication technology, the terminal can upload various related information to the monitoring system. And the system can decode the Http request to obtain monitoring information. In the condition of terminal working environment, that the network communication probably under the 3G or 4G network, a method is design to judge the way to access network, and switch network connection parameters. Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of network communication design.

Fig. 2 The flowchart of network communication design.

The paper designs intelligent navigation feature for the terminal, using the cloud computing technology and traditional GPS navigation [6]. The intelligent navigation function mainly bases on cloud computing of the monitoring system. In the design of terminal software, it applies the Baidu Map navigation service to calculate the shortest route, according Map guidance to travel. The main part of the intelligent navigation is that the terminal software can receive monitoring system order to
change route planning. The monitoring system can analyze the real-time route traffic condition, and send warning order to the terminal, which nears to the traffic congested road. According the warning order, the terminal can recalculate navigation plan under the condition of avoiding congestion. In the program of the terminal software, a background service is designed to monitor the warning order, and after received the order the software would call Notification of Android system to remind user to change current navigation strategy. Fig. 3 shows the mechanism of intelligent navigation function.

![Fig. 3 The mechanism of intelligent navigation function.](image)

By designing the intelligent navigation mechanism, it can improve the efficiency of delivery process and reduce the waste of vehicle fuel. With the unique function, the terminal can achieve the aims of reducing costs of industry.

**Test Results and Discussion**

The GIS terminal, designed in this paper, relies on Android software application, integrated with GPS, mobile communication, and intelligent navigation technology. And the terminal functions have been tested under the real-time monitoring system [7]. Results shows that it can satisfy the requirement of the system, which can correctly provide monitoring information uploading and intelligent navigation functions. The test results have been shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

In the Fig. 4, the navigation feature has been tested. It shows that the terminal provides shortest route guidance plan for the vehicle, under the condition of avoiding traffic congestion. And the route plan could randomly change, following the warning order of the monitoring system.

In the Fig. 5, it shows the monitoring information in the back-end system, transmitting by the terminal software. As is shown that the terminal location information and other related information have been unloaded to the monitoring system.

![Fig. 4 Navigation function of the terminal](image)

![Fig. 5 Monitoring information of the terminal](image)
Conclusions

The GIS terminal is designed for the purpose of monitoring every single part in the system, and providing optimized guidance. With the GPS, mobile communication, and cloud computing technology, the paper successfully completed the GIS terminal design for the real-time monitoring system. By Android software program designing, the terminal can provide multi-functions for the user, which includes location positioning, intelligent navigation, and monitoring information transmitting. And the test result shows that it can perfectly finish the task design in the software application. The terminal bases on Android system, which means that more functions can be added to complement its tools. Therefore, the Android based GIS terminal will have a good prospect in the future in various of industry.
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